
Open Space Meeting 20/02/2022 10.45am - 11.45am 
Meeting opened in prayer at: 10.50am 

Attendance list (first names only): Rose, Fleur, Viki, Chris, Leonie, Bob, Jamee,  

Respectful Listening and Holy Wondering affirmed 

Notes taken by: Viki 

Notes: 

Wonder 1 
Viki wondered if the Kids Time during the worship service could be renamed? A Time of Reflection 

was suggested. 

 Wonder 2 
Chris wondered what the goal of the Cathedral Annual Meeting next Sunday is? 

Rev Jamee provided information – the meeting next week is the second part of the Cathedral Annual 

Meeting. The first part was conducted at the beginning of Advent to commission leaders. The second 

part is for the reports from the previous 12 months to be presented to the Cathedral community. 

 Wonder 3 
Bob wondered about the Talking Circles, an email was sent with expressions of interest to the 

Cathedral as work conflicted with the timing. 

Wonder 4 
Leonie wondered about the beautiful welcoming time before the formal part of each service and if it 

would be possible to extend the time to half an hour. Perhaps revive the role of welcomer which 

could be added back to the roster. It was acknowledged that Rev Jamee should not be required to 

facilitate this. 

Wonder 5 
Rev Jamee wondered about growing relationships with Guest Preachers. A card from Bishop Jeremy 

that Rev Jamee received with words of encouragement was read out. A digital card (like the one for 

Kieron’s baptism and the thanks to Allan for serving as HHO first treasurer) was suggested. Could this 

be an extra step in the Guest Preaching Ministry? The idea of creating a proforma card with HHO 

logo was offered. 

Wonder 6 
Fleur wondered how the Verger knows what needs to be said and when. Would it be possible to 

make an internal recording so notes could be made. This recording could be destroyed to protect 

privacy. It was acknowledged that Rev Jamee performs the role seamlessly, and we only miss it when 

it is not being delivered. 

Wonder 7 
Leonie wondered on the back of the previous wondering if there were further roles to be added to 

the roster. Tech support role was discussed as well as broadcaster. This was expanded on with a 

suggestion to engage St Francis College Theological Students as well as perhaps including members 



of the Community of the Way (uni students who live at the college and are encouraged to take part 

in community events but who are not necessarily studying theology).  

Rev Jamee provided information that the new Chaplain for the Community of the Way is John Roley, 

formation student attached to the Cathedral. Perhaps we could invite John to join us for a service in 

the evening. 

Wonder 8 
Leonie wondered about the partnering with other congregations.  

Rev Jamee provided information: that HHO partner with St Johns Bulimba as that congregation was 

our first host and home. HHO also partner with St Gabriel’s, Carindale. Rev Nicole would like to 

attend HHO and guest preach when she has completed a settling in period. Perhaps there needs to 

be more community awareness of our partnering with other parishes. A partnership letter has been 

developed but we could embrace the mission to partner a little wider. No money has been received 

through this partnering program up to this point.  

Wonder 9 
Fleur expanded on the previous wondering by wondering if promotion of HHO as an alternative for 

churches that are unable to livestream could lead to partners taking up a collection annually for HHO 

by way of support. 

Wonder 10 
Fleur wondered if this was the last Open Space meeting prior to Web3 Abbey going live. 

Rev Jamee confirmed that Web3 Abbey goes live in a week and a half. 

Wonder 11 (last wonder of the meeting) 
Leonie wondered what now happens with all these beautiful wonderings? 

Rev Jamee proposed that we pray collectively over the wonderings. Then read through the notes 

provided in the send out later today and pray over them. Then hand the wonderings over to the Holy 

Spirit and trust these will come up and we can attend to them through emergence (when they come 

up). 

Meeting was closed with prayer at: 11.46am. 

Chat comments: 
10:45:35 From  Viki ,Phil and Wiggles  to  Everyone: 

I'm just going to sign out and back in again as ,my sound isn't working, see you soon 

10:53:24 From  Rev'd Jamee  to  Everyone: 

https://dioceseofbrisbane-

my.sharepoint.com/:w:/g/personal/jamee_callard_anglicanchurchsq_org_au/ETxUFxYr0QJFrZWc35

q56KEBeI_v6nR1cO_W9B9A_rSH3w?e=InK4rR 

10:59:44 From  Fleur   to  Everyone: 

I agree. I wonder if it could be a time of reflection 

11:07:01 From  Fleur   to  Everyone: 



I wonder if that is the case whether we have to revive the role of welcomer? 

11:12:31 From  Fleur   to  Everyone: 

Could we have a proforma card with our logo and just add specifics for the preacher? 

11:20:12 From  MARK & BOB & DESLEY    to  Everyone: 

hi sorry we have to leave wil catch up in notes 

11:22:17 From  Fleur  to  Everyone: 

I think that would be a great idea 

11:23:08 From  Fleur  to  Everyone: 

Could the welcomer on the roster for the service be the verger 

11:25:34 From  Fleur   to  Everyone: 

It has to be someone with reliable internet 

11:26:16 From  Fleur   to  Everyone: 

Great idea Vicki!!!!!!!! 

11:32:00 From  Fleur   to  Everyone: 

Yes, invite him! 

11:33:11 From  Fleur   to  Everyone: 

This is the most productive Open Space meeting! 

11:35:34 From  Rev'd Jamee  to  Everyone: 

https://holyhermits.com.au/about/partners-in-ministry 

11:36:26 From  Fleur to  Everyone: 

What do those partners actually do? Give us money? 

11:39:01 From  Fleur   to  Everyone: 

It would be nice if they took up a special collection for us once a year 

11:42:53 From  Fleur  to  Everyone: 

This is the last Open Space before Web3Abbey goes live 

11:43:30 From  Leonie-Kombumerri People  to  Everyone: 

I’m wondering what now happens with all these beautiful wonderings 

11:44:05 From  Fleur   to  Everyone: 

Let’s do something with the wonderful wonderings! 
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